AI-based skill assessment for job matching. The Skilllab AI comes as a mobile app and makes the skills of job seekers visible, matching them to possible career pathways, education or volunteering.

Schedule a product demo via info@skilllab.io

**Mobile app**
Job seekers use our app to perform a skill assessment in their native language. Flexible as to time and place.

**Skill profile**
Our AI creates digital overviews of job seekers' skillsets. Then matches them to the right occupations in the labour market.

**Management portal**
Using the portal, career counsellors administer and review skill assessments, to inform their career counselling sessions.

**Benefits**
- Make job seekers aware of their career options
- Place them into the right jobs faster
- Get more time for personalized career advice
Build a CV out of past jobs, education & other experience.

Assess skills
Perform a skill assessment using a database of 13,485 skills.

Get matched!
Your skillset gets matched to thousands of occupations

Receive your profile
Export a skill-based CV and discuss your career pathways with a case manager or career coach.

Susana Salazar
Dedicated professional with more than 10 years of experience, looking for a job as Digital Designer.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2010 – ongoing
Digital designer
Edispensarium – Amsterdam, Netherlands
Software UI design patterns | Adobe Photoshop | Follow work schedule | Follow a brief | Cognitive psychology | Design process | +35 more skills

2010 – ongoing
UI Designer
Edispensarium – Amsterdam, Netherlands
Adobe Photoshop | Follow work schedule | Follow a brief | Adobe Illustrator | Design process | Maintain artistic portfolio | +37 more skills